Company, Position and brief job description:

United Urology Group, Director of Facilities Management

Responsible for facilities management and real estate at all offices in four states.

How long have you been a BOMA Baltimore Member?

Since 2005

What was the experience or motivating factor that compelled you to join BOMA Baltimore? Was there someone who influenced you to join?

Marc Fischer encouraged me to join. At the time I was new to commercial property management and joining BOMA Baltimore was the best way for me to network with other property managers and get connected with the vendors that support our market.

Has BOMA Baltimore contributed to your leadership skills and experience?

By being involved on committees and being a part of the Board, BOMA Baltimore has given me the opportunity to interact with others and contribute to the community.

What 3 business tips can you share with others?

Do what you say/ say what you do; be helpful to others, whether they are within our outside of your organization; stay relevant with your job requirements, always look to learn something new.

What is your guilty pleasure (TV show, sweet treat, etc.)?

TV Shows, Guy’s Grocery Games, Storage Wars, American Pickers and Roadkill

What are you passionate about?

I enjoy cooking, fishing and going to motor sports events.

What is your favorite app or social media outlet?

None of them.

How does BOMA Baltimore support your career?

Keeps me connected with what’s happening in the Baltimore market with both vendors and property managers. It offers an environment where we can meet others in our field, a way to stay current on regulations and standards that affect our business and a place to have fun.

“ It offers an environment where we can meet others in our field, a way to stay current on regulations and standards that affect our business and a place to have fun.”

–Robert Shovan
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